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Background

• Significance: Public access to drinking water for:

– Re-normalising tap water use

– Reducing consumption of sugary drinks

– Reducing plastic waste

– Countering heat stroke

• Information gap: On the prevalence, distribution 

and quality of water freely accessible by the public 

• Limited literature on fountain availability in public 

locations
– Eg, for Australia: Crawford et al Health & Place. 2008;14:889-893.
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Aims

• To survey drinking fountains in playgrounds

• Methodological aims included: 

• Simplicity

• Method able to be used with a minimum of training

• The ability to check the data

• Testing the method across many jurisdictions 

• A short field data collection time per site
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Methods: sample

• Randomly selected public playgrounds within 17 

local government areas (TLAs) in New Zealand

• Denominator list from TLA websites, or from the 

satellite view in Google Maps 

• We sampled either 10% of the playgrounds or 

two per TLA, whichever figure was higher 

Methods: Data collection  

Systematic outdoor field 

observation by solo observers:

• Walked perimeter of playground

• Photographs of 

– Any signage in the playground area

– Any fountains:

• Context: From a distance (20-30m) and from between 5-

10m, to locate and provide context

• Nearer: To show side taps, attached basins, etc

• Close-ups: the water stream and nozzle 5

Context photo
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Turbulent water flow and grass in drain
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Close photograph of the nozzle
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Results

• All 54 playground surveys took less than 15 

minutes to conduct per site

• Three of 11 fountains found had discolouration 

on the metal surround (eg, from biofilm) within 

1 cm of the nozzle of the fountain
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Prevalence results

• 20% (11) of 54 playgrounds had a working 

drinking fountain within 100 metres of the 

playground equipment

• Only one of the 17 TLAs had a working fountain 

in all the playgrounds sampled in that TLA

• Eight TLAs had no drinking fountains in any of the 

19 playgrounds sampled in those TLAs
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Discussion

• Simple and quick method for local survey

• Possible principles for fountain provision:

– Number of children and their proportion in the site 

population 

– Strong procedures for design, installation, 

monitoring, maintenance, repair

– Required national standards
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Take away messages

• Fountains: Underused avenue to counter obesity

• Little prevalence research

• High media appeal

• Easy method, easily adapted

for other outdoor issues
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